1.1. Let R c R be a pair of rings (always commutative, with unity). We'll consider topologies on R which stem from a filtration of ideals a 0 D a λ D a 2 D which tends to zero, i.e. C\™ =o a n = 0. Two examples we will use are given by
(1) an ideal a of R with Π^= o a n = 0 and where a n = a n \ thus we get the ^adic topology, (2) a rank-one valuation on R (i.e. a valuation with value group in the positive real numbers) and a n = [x ^ R\υ(x)> n).
DEFINITION. R/R has A. P. {(Artin)-approximation property)
when the following holds: For every system of polynomial equations / = 0 over i ?, i.e. / = (f v ...,fq) w^h fi G R [Yi, > YN] which has a solution y in R N 9 we can find for each n in N a solution y in R N such that y = y REMARK. Often, one can express congruence conditions such as "y = y mod a" appearing in the definition, by polynomial conditions. More explicitly, let / be a finitely generated ideal of R, such that R is dense in R with respect to the ZR-adic topology. Let f&R [Y] q , Y = (Y l9 ..., Y N ) and JG^S. t. f(y) = 0. We look for a solution y e R N such that y = y mod / m , for a chosen m e N. Let I m = (q v ..., q s ) with q f G i?, and since R c R is dense, we can find j> e i?^, ά v ..., a s G i?ŝ .t. J=J
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Consider the polynomial system over R given by in the variables 7, Z λ = (Z n ,..., Z liv ),..., Z s = (Z sl ,..., Z sΛΓ ) which has a solution (>>, α 1? ..., a s ) e j R ΛΓ ( J+1 ). By A.P. we find a solution (j>,«!,..., a s ) e i?^^1), hence .)>=>> + Σj =1^αz , SO^ΞJ mod 7 m , so y = y mod 7 W and f(y) = 0.
A particularly interesting situation for A.P. is when we take for A a local ring, R = A[[X]] and R = 4[[ <Y]]
A , where X = (X v ..., X n ) are several variables and "λ" denotes the henselisation of A [X] {X) at the maximal ideal. So, one can ask whether the following holds (1) Artin has proven (1) for A a field or an excellent discrete valuation ring (D.V.R.) [Ar] .
But for A a non-Noetherian excellent (or even complete) rank-one valuation ring the answer is still not known. A typical complete rank-one valuation ring we will be concerned with is Φ c the ring of complex integers, i.e. the integral elements of C p , where C^ is the /?-adic closure of the algebraic closure of the p-adic numbers Q^ (p being a rational prime). The problem in proving (1) for the non-Noetherian situation is the absence of a good desingularisation theorem. A consequence of (1) for A a domain is
(2) A[[X]] h = A[[X]]*
where ^4 [[X] ] alg is the ring of algebraic power series, i.e. the power series which are algebraic over Frac A [X] . Property (2) is well-known for A an excellent domain, but for non-Noetherian rings again this is not known in general.
We will be able to prove (2) for a special kind of complete rank-one valuation rings, including the case of Θ c , see 4.4.2. At the same time, we will prove for this kind of rings a generalisation in more variables of a result of Christol [Chr; Prop. 7 , with π e A and υ(π) > 0.
1.4. Because we need several A.P. theorems of the same type (R is the completion of R with respect to a rank-one valuation, e.g. (4)), we prove A.P. in a more general situation for systems of subrings of ^4 [[X] ] and their completions, called pseudo-power series; this is done in Theorem 2.4.1.
1.5. In the last paragraph we have brought together all Weierstrass Preparation Theorems (W.P.T.) we will need. For lack of good reference, we have estimated it opportune to write out these theorems in a rather detailed way.
1.6. We would like to thank Dr. J. Denef for presenting these problems and for his suggestion to use 4.3.4 in order to obtain result (2).
2. Approximation property.
2.1.1. DEFINITION. Let A be an arbitrary domain with fraction field F. We'll say that A is completely integrally closed (C.I.C.) if for x e F with d e A, d Φ 0 so that V«EN:ώ"Gi implies that x e A (also called completely normal). In [Ma; (17.B) ] one proves that when A is C.I.C, so are A [X] and A [[X] ]. 3h X h matrix β over W [Y] with det β = δ*" 1 so that
THEOREM (Fatou-property) When A is C.I.C, T one variable and S =
where E h is the identity-matrix and K an Λ X m matrix. Since W is the completion of W (2) 3γ,τr e Φ, α e ^, ZG^ SO that y = α 4-77 2 γz with ord 7Γ = ε and ord γ > 0.
Set Z = (Z l9 ..., Z N ) and define, in vector-notation,
So by Property (a), F(α)/ττ 2 ? δ(α)/ττ e »F and (3) ord| ^) = 0.
So by (1) we get
Let w = (πyz l9 ..., <nyz h , yz h+l9 ..., yz N ) 9 so ordw > 0 and by (2)
Suppose we can solve the theorem for the system G = 0 with solution w in W, and a h X h minor of the Jacobian in w of G which is equal to (δ(a)/π) h mod Jί i.e. of valuation equal to zero by (3). Then we can also solve it for our original system F; indeed, let w be in W so that G(w) = 0 and w = w raoά (X) c , then, if we put y = (^ + πw l9 ...,α Λ + πw n9
And since detβ(α) = 8(a) h~ι Φ 0, we get F(y) = 0 and clearly is y = j > mod( X) c and y lies in ίΓ. So we may suppose that ε = ordδ(y) = 0 from the start. Since δ( y) G W, by property (c) we know then that δ(y) is separable and that it is regular in X n after a transformation of the form Xj •-> X y + JΓ^, 7 = 1,...,«-1 and JΓ Λ -> X n (see for instance [Z-S; VII §1]) which keeps W n invariant by (4) Set a = g(r)J£Z -F(7) e ί^[y, Z] then Since .E/L is separable, 7 w+2 is a simple root of φ m+2 ; we therefore have So by induction we find the following data for j = 1,..., N -m so that (ώJ) and since W n forms a PP system, w^ e ^n and γ(w) = 0. D 2.5. In this point, we will show that the C.I.C.-condition (condition (d) of 2A.I.) automatically holds for complete rank-one valuation rings.
PROPOSITION. If R is a valuation ring, then R is C.I.C. <=* R is rank-one.
Proof. If R is rank-one, i.e. value-group c R, x e Fraci?, d e R so that d x q G i? for q = 1,2,... then is ord(d) + ^ord(x) > 0, V# e N, proving that ord(x) > 0.
If R is not rank-one then is the value-group Γ non-archimedian (see [Ba] ). So we can find a.β^R
and V# e N:^ > ^. Set ord(6) = ε, by property (a) (which automatically holds also for W n ) we can find π e Θ and Z> e W so that ord(7r) = ε and b = π b.
Since ord α -ord ό = ord JC > 0 by (1), also ord a > ε, and therefore 3α G W: α = ma and thus Λ: = ά/b with ord 6 = 0.
By (c) and early remark we may suppose b is regular. Therefore, by (b), we find unique q G W and r e W n _ 1 [X n Robba proves the A.P. for W n /W n under the condition that char^Γ = 0. We will prove it for general characteristic.
Therefore, we have to verify the conditions of Theorem 2.4. 4.2.1. In this paragraph we will restrict ourselves to a special type of rank-one valuation rings. Start with a complete D.V.R. Φ, with local parameter T and residue field /c, fraction field K = Frac Θ. Let K be an algebraic extension of K; then the discrete valuation extends in K uniquely to a rank-one valuation, ord. Let K be the completion of K with respect to this valuation and Θ the ring of integers in K. So Θ is a complete rank-one valuation ring, with valuation ord. Let k be the residue field. By the theory of Witt-rings (see [Se] ) we know that there is a complete D.V.R. W{k) in &, which contains S 9 so we could have started with this D.V.R. to obtain 0, and therefore we may suppose as well that the residue field of 0 is equal to k from the start but we only will need this in char > 0. We make one final restriction on ί?: we demand that K be perfect. So, for char K = p, we need that 0 = Θ 1/p . Remark that in this case k also is perfect (this is not necessary though when charl£ = 0). Note also that the value-group of K is a subgroup of Q, + , so 0 might be non-Noetherian. Example of a Θ: 0= Θ c , the ring of integers in the /?-adic closure of the algebraic closure of Q^.
THEOREM. Let Θ be as above {the restriction on the perfectness is not needed) and f "e 0[[X]]^. Then 3/ Λ e Θ[[X]]^9 f n integral coefficients in a finite extension of K such that
Since by 4.1.2 3t n e Φ[ [X, Y] ] Π Frac0[X, Y] such that /" = 9{t n ), the above theorem is a generalisation of a result of Christol in one variable: "/ is a uniform limit of 'functions algebrique regulieres'" see [Chr] .
Proof. Since / is algebraic over Frac0[X] = K(X) we know by Theorem 4.1.2
3a,β<ΞK[X,Y], θ = a/β e K[[X,Y]] such that f=Θ(θ).
Since By the construction of (9, we can find for each n e N o a field finite over £ and Vi e /: α z (λ2) , Z> z (/7) e ^( n) with fe^> = 1, such that /" -θ.
Let us call /" = 2{t n ), so /" e K (n) [[X] ], and by 4.1.2 we know that it is algebraic.
Since / = 3>(θ) and (3) REMARK. We also have proved explicitly that 0 is separative.
Let's write
J/= {A ring |^c^ cί? and A finitely generated ^-algebra}.
We define now we will mostly abbreviate this as R n or k. Denote by R^x^ the completion of R [[X] ] in 0[[ X]] with respect to ord. Again, R n forms a PP-system. We now verify the conditions of Theorem 2.4.1 in order to get A.P. Since each A G si is noetherian, each element of R is separable, and therefore, also of R, which proves (c). Property (b) will be postponed to §5 (5.4.2.); (d) already is dealt with by 2.5.2. Also, each (yl [[X] ],(X)) for A ei is a Henselian pair, and therefore also the direct limit (A, (X)), proving (e). By (2) (1) Σ «Λ = 0.
/-I
We may assume that e, e ί? Proof of the assertion. Since k = A: is perfect, and 0 is complete, we get by Cohen's structure theorem [Co] 
alg . Since 0 is excellent, so is A and by a well-known fact for excellent domains [Ra] So, each algebraic element has coefficients which lie in a finitely generated 0-algebra.
Weierstrass preparation theorems.
5.1.1. Let A be a ring, a an ideal in A. Assume that A is Hausdorff in its ^topology, i.e. Γ\™ =o a" = 0. We shall in the sequel write X = (*!,..., Recall that we shall mean by saying that a PP-system W n has a W.P.T. with respect to a if the following holds:
V/e W n which is ^regular in X n of degree /: and Vg G ΪΓ Π there are unique q e W n9 r G H^.J^] s.t. r < fc. A (0) 
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We will prove by induction that α,β = 0 mod(X')', so are zero by the Hausdorffness.
Let {μ J }j ==1 be all monomials in X f of degree t and suppose α, Suppose from now on that we have a valuation ord on a field K with A as its valuation ring and a the maximal ideal. We need not have that Π JL 0 a n = 0. But this problem can be solved by remarking that, when / is ^regular, so / s φ + Xfo mod X' with υ unit and φ = 0 mod a we always can find an ideal a c a s.t. Γ)a n = 0 and φ = 0 mod £, and if A is complete with the valuation ord, then also in the ^-topology. Therefore when A is complete, we have a W.P.T. We can extend ord to ^4 [[ X] ] by letting ordiΣaiX*) = inf{ord(α,)} (Gauss-norm). Recall that Σα,Jf' is called separable if the infimum actually is reached. Therefore, it / is separable, we can write it always, after a transformation as (1) f^π-g withord(τ7) = ord(/). 
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